What do you know?
Colorado Kids: January 7, 2020
1. Which of these is something you should think about before getting a puppy?
i. Can I afford the shots and other medical care a puppy needs?
r. Do I have the time and patience to train a puppy?
a. Will I be able to make time to be good company for a dog?
o. all of the above
2. Which statement best sums up Addy Vandel’s feelings about “The Light at the Bottom of the World” ?
t. This is a book that everyone will enjoy.
l. This isn’t a very good book.
p. Some people will enjoy this book and others won’t.
b. all of the above
3. What would be a good way of describing the main characters in “Stargazing”?
d. Christine works hard to be perfect, while Moon has trouble fitting in with others.
w. Moon always does things right, while Christine often loses her temper.
h. Christine and Moon are so much alike that they become good friends.
i. all of the above
4. According to the article, what should you most do in order to enjoy the astronomical events of 2020?
c. Buy a very good telescope and learn how to use it.
l. Find a place to go watch where city lights won’t blot out the stars.
e. Read an astronomy book and learn everything there is to know about the subject.
r. all of the above
5. Which of these statements about the stone structures on the Hebrides is true?
t. They were built thousands of years ago.
c. Many of them have been covered over by moss.
k. They were built by people who apparently understood lightning.
e. all of the above
6. Why does the article about cat care suggest you walk your cat on a leash?
d. Cats don’t like to go outside alone.
o. Cats who run free in the outdoors kill a lot of birds and can get killed themselves.
f. Cats enjoy going to classes where they learn to sit, fetch and play dead.
v. all of the above

Fill in the letters to the correct answers above to solve this puzzler:
This dog may look like a fancy city dog, but it
was originally bred as a retriever to fetch ducks
and other waterfowl for hunters.

What do you think?

______ ______ ______ ______ ______ ______
2
1
6
3
4
5

Eva Perak was disappointed in Rizmo, because it was hard to put together and then didn’t go very much.
Do you enjoy things that are a challenge to put together, would you rather toys came ready to go or does
it depend? Explain your opinion in a brief essay.

Proofreading:

There are five errors in this passage. Can you find them all? Correct each mistake in the space above it.

If you’re new cat came from a shelter, you all ready know that responsible
ownership includes neutering you’re pet and making sure its had all it’s
shots.
Summarize the story:

Use three sentences to tell about caring for a new kitten.

1.

2.

3.

Look it up!

For each of these dogs, tell if it is a toy, herding, sporting or terrier breed and the nation it came from.
We’ve done the first one for you.
Affenpinscher					
Puli
Pekinese
Labrador Retriever
Briard
Miniature Schnauzer

toy				

Germany

